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LOCH STRIVEN

Loch Striven is a long, narrow, steep-sided loch which extends broadly north-north-west
from Rothesay Sound inland to the mouth of the Balliemore Burn and the small settlement of
Ardtaraig.
Existing on-shore development is sparse and is focussed on the head of the loch and the
lower reaches, which are accessible by narrow roads. There are two existing fish farms in
the loch at the southern end and a mussel farm towards the upper reaches of the loch.
There is a considerable amount of forestry on the glen sides.
There are a number of temporary anchorages within the loch, although it is ‘notorious for its
fierce and erratic squalls’1.
For the purposes of this study, Loch Striven, shown on Map 12, has been further subdivided
into five coastal character areas, each of which have been mapped separately:
•
•
•
•
•

Strone Point to Ardbeg Point
Ardbeg Point to Head of Loch Striven
Head of Loch Striven
Head of Loch Striven to The Craig
The Craig to South of Brackley Point

1

Clyde Cruising Club, CCC Sailing Directions and Anchorages ‘Firth of Clyde including Solway Firth and North
Channel’, ed. Edward Mason, 2011, Imray, Laurie, Norie and Wilson Ltd.
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14.1
Overview of conclusions
Loch Striven is a long narrow loch, ranging in width from 1.5km at its mouth to about 0.5km
wide at its upper reaches. It extends deep into the hills of Cowal, and is characterised by
almost continuous steep sided slopes, which are largely forested.
This high degree of enclosure which can be almost fjord like in places, especially at the
narrowing of the loch between Ardbeg Point and The Craig. At this point, there is a marked
bend in the loch, which reinforces the ‘threshold’ between the inner and outer loch, and
creates a sense of anticipation when travelling along the loch. The mouth of the loch merges
with Rothesay Sound to create a more pronounced sense of expanse.
The loch is not well used by recreational yachts, but there is boating activity associated with
Glenstriven estate and the finfish farm and mussel lines on the loch. In addition, the loch is
occasionally used for lying up merchant vessels.
The coastline is generally regular, with subtle bays and small promontories. Settlement is
sparse, and in the lower reaches of the loch is associated with the alluvial fans, while the
head of the loch is also occupied with scattered buildings associated with both farms and
industrial development, including a fish hatchery and the hydro power scheme. The coast
along the central stretch of the loch is difficult to access from the land.
Glenstriven estate is located at the mouth of Invervegain Glen. The estate includes fine, very
tall, trees and policies around the house and grounds.
Key issues which should be considered when assessing the landscape and visual
implications of development in Loch Striven include:
• The experience from the sea, which reveals the loch in sequence, which is very
different from the road network, which tends to only permit experience of the loch in
disconnected fragments
• The visual importance of the ‘threshold’ between the inner and outer loch, where the
water narrows between The Craig and Ardbeg Point. This is the most sensitive
stretch of loch in terms of seascape and should be taken into account in future off
shore development and forest management proposals
• While there is scope for an additional fish farm (any more than one is likely to create
cumulative effects), this should be located where it does not intrude into the setting of
this narrowing of the loch and takes advantage of the dark shadows reflected in the
water and the wooded backdrop.
• The likelihood of visual clutter if additional development onshore or offshore is sited
at or near to the head of the loch, where there is already a diverse range of
developments
• The potential for elevated views at the head of the loch, which will increase if forestry
is felled
• The setting of Glenstriven House and the fine policy woodland
• The relationship between settlement and alluvial fans, which is a key feature of
settlement pattern in this area – any additional settlement should aim to follow this
association
• Any future infrastructure for forestry operations may include roads on steep slopes,
where ‘cut and fill’ will be very visible. Care should be taken to minimise roading
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•
•

Forest operations may require a jetty and loading facility. This should be associated
with the bays at the edge of the alluvial fans if possible
The potential for expanded access along the coast using future forest tracks could be
considered – while the access on the east coast is passable, the west side of the
loch is difficult.
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14.2
Strone Point to Ardbeg Point
The steep sided and, at only 1.5km wide, narrow Loch Striven feels enclosed and relatively
self-contained. It is only sparsely populated and accessible by a ‘dead end’ road to Troustan,
although the forestry road continues along the hillside.
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14.2.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Strone Point to Ardbeg Point

Character and experience
of the coastline

The narrow loch feels confined, a perception which is reinforced by the steep
enclosing sides of the glen, and the relationship to more expansive seascape is
slight, although more acutely experienced at Strone Point, which opens onto the
Rothesay Sound.
There is a fin fish farm on this westerly side of the loch and a licence for mussel
lines north of Troustan. The fin fish farm is supported by a feed barge and
therefore there is only intermittent maritime activity associated with the
development. Jetties at Glenstriven house, on the opposite shore, attract
additional recreational boating activity.
The MOD pier and the nearby Rothesay Sound are much busier.
Loch Striven is also known to be a lying up site for merchant vessels.
The coastline is relatively regular, and is occasionally built up with stone retaining
walls supporting the narrow coastal road which links the farms.
The shore of stoney shingle has a narrow tidal reach.

Topography and land use
of hinterland

There is extensive forestry on the steep enclosing slopes, containing some grazing
on the lower slopes and around the farms and former farms which are generally
associated with more fertile alluvial fans.

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Dispersed settlement is strongly focussed on alluvial fans and is spaced along the
coast on narrow platforms. The settlement is either working farms or located on
the site of former farms.
The road is narrow with passing places, located close to the shore, sometimes
separated from the coast by a narrow strip of broadleaved woodland. It turns into a
track beyond Braingortan, then a forest road north of Troustan.
There are no particular landmark features along this coast, although when
merchant ships are lying up in this narrow loch, they look enormous.

Experience of isolated
coast

This coast is relatively secluded, in part because the road is a ‘dead end’, but it is
still populated, although sparsely, with dispersed development and forest
operations as well as the fish farm limit any sense of remoteness.

Aesthetic qualities

The sense of seclusion and tranquillity is a contrast to the busier and more
populated stretches of this coast.

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

From the loch and open viewpoints, there are fine views northwards to the interior
hills, which appear dramatic as the loch narrows.
Views from the road are intermittent, obscured by a narrow band of trees except
on the more open alluvial fans.
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14.2.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Strone Point to Ardbeg Point
Some sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The regular shape of the coastline and the backdrop of wooded shoreline
combine to create opportunities for off shore development which can be located
to align with the straight coastal edge, but the intermittent overlook from
properties is a constraint.
A further constraint is potential cumulative effects with the existing fish farm.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

The integrity of the settlement pattern is a key constraint, with settlement located
adjacent to fertile alluvial plains.
The small size of buildings close to the shore limit the potential for large scale
buildings to be accommodated without quickly dominating the scale of existing
development, or detracting from views down the length of the loch.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Opportunities to widen or adjust the existing roads are likely to be limited by
practical restrictions. New forest roads are likely to require considerable earth
moving and may have a high visual impact.
The small scale of settlement limits the size of structures which can be
accommodated on this coast.

Some sensitivity
Land management

14.2.3

The steep wooded slopes are visible from the opposite shore, and the design of
any felling and restocking plan should take this into account.

Strone Point to Ardbeg Point: Opportunities and guidance
• There is some opportunity for simple fish farm development if
located where it can be back-dropped against a wooded
shoreline, away from the settled alluvial fans. Simple, low
profiled structures would be in keeping with the simplicity of
this landscape and views along the length of the loch. The
loch is more sensitive at the setting of Ardbeg Point/The Craig
and Glenstriven house. Cumulative effects with existing farms
limit scope to only one additional farm of a similar size.
• Small jetties associated with the settlement pattern could be
developed without disrupting the small scale of the settlement
• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest
should take into account its high visibility from the opposite
shore
• While there are opportunities for low profile off shore
structures along this stretch of loch, care should be taken to
avoid cumulative visual impact with the mussel lines.
• Consideration should be given to removing timber by sea, as
upgrading this narrow coastal road would impact on its
character. This may entail building a pier and loading
facilities, which should be of high quality but low key design,
and established in a recessed bay at the edge of an alluvial
fan if possible, to limit visual impacts.
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14.2.4

Strone Point to Ardbeg Point: Photographs

The forestry on the upper slopes, and the settlement and
fields sitting on the fertile alluvial fan, as seen from the
opposite shore

The low profile of this fish farm and its simple layout fits
with this simple landscape

The narrow road, and the settlement associated with
alluvial fans

The shingle shoreline, with riprap and sometimes stone
wall sea defences supporting the road
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14.3
Ardbeg Point to Head of Loch Striven
The loch narrows considerably between Ardbeg Point and the corresponding craggy outcrop
of The Craig above the opposite shore. These steep sided rocky slopes mark the gateway
between the lower and the upper loch. This stretch of the loch is marked by the sense of
enclosure and the steep, forested glen sides.
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14.3.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Ardbeg Point to Head of Loch Striven

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

This part of the coast contributes to the ‘gateway’ between lower Loch Striven and
the narrowing which reaches to the head of the loch. The Craig and corresponding
Ardbeg Point form a distinct gateway, because of their steep sides and
promontories jutting into the loch. Evidence of maritime influences relate almost
entirely to the narrow tidal band.
There is a mussel farm on the opposite coast, which because of the narrowness of
this stretch of loch, is visible from the western shore north of Ardbeg Point. This
upper part of the loch is rarely used by recreational yachting.
A series of slightly indented bays alternating with rounded promontories, create
subtle irregularities along the coast. The narrow tidal reach reveals a slabby, rocky
foreshore, which plunges into the loch from a steep forested hillside. The
immediate coast can be difficult to access, with rocky outcrops rising from the sea,
and there is no established footpath.
Steep forested slopes rise directly from the coast. The hillside is rugged, with
occasional rocky outcrops and small cliffs. Semi-natural largely birch woodland
along the lower edge merges with commercially grown spruce on the upper
slopes. Woodland extends to the shoreline. There are tiny patches of slightly more
open ground on the occasional narrow promontory.
Settlement is very limited. There is a small fishing hut and two houses hidden in
trees at the upper reaches of the loch.

There are no exceptional coastal landmark features.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

This coast is undeveloped and accessible only on foot or other non-vehicular
transport. This lack of development, as well as the semi-natural character of the
woodland on the lower slopes, creates seclusion bordering on remoteness.
Nevertheless, it is forested, and forest operations limit the sense of isolation.
The drama of the steep, almost fjord-like hillsides accentuate the narrowness of
this pinchpoint in the loch and create a strong sense of arrival into the upper loch.
This is further emphasised by the sense of anticipation created by its curving form.
This stretch of the loch is not easily visible, although there are long views down the
loch from its head, and some glimpse elevated views from the B836. Views from
the water focus on the head of the loch or out along its length.
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14.3.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Ardbeg Point to Head of Loch Striven
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrow expanse of the sea north of Ardbeg Point, the potential high level
views, and the possible cumulative effects with the existing mussel lines, the
importance of this location as a gateway to the upper loch and its secluded
character are all constraints to development.
However, the relative regularity of the coastline, lack of recreational boat use
and the dark forested backdrop could be exploited to accommodate simple, low
profile marine based structures.

High sensitivity
Settlement

The secluded character is a constraint to development. A key additional
constraint is the extension of roads long this less accessible stretch of coast, as
well as other infrastructure, such as overhead lines, which would reduce
seclusion and be difficult to accommodate on the steep slopes and rocky
foreshore.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Opportunities to build coastal infrastructure are severely limited by the secluded
character and the steepness of the slopes, which would require considerable
earth moving to accommodate development on the coast or immediate
hinterland.

Some sensitivity
Land management

14.3.3

Felling and restocking of the woodland will be highly visible, although the main
viewpoint is from the head of the loch.

Ardbeg Point to Head of Loch Striven: Opportunities and guidance
• The narrowness of the loch, and the rocky outcrops at Ardbeg
point and the Craig, create a sense of threshold between the
lower and upper loch which is sensitive to development,
although there is relatively little evidence of recreational
boating.
• While there are opportunities for low profile off shore
structures along this stretch of loch, it has largely already
been exploited with the existing mussel lines.
• The woodland management plan for the hillside forest should
take into account the views from the head of the loch,
possibly promoting further regeneration of native woodland up
the slopes, to a maintain continuous cover which will form a
permanent, natural frame to reinforce the ‘threshold’
experience.
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14.3.4

Ardbeg Point to Head of Loch Striven: Photographs

The forestry on these steep slopes will be difficult to
access for harvesting without roads built into the slopes.

There is very little semi-natural woodland along this
shoreline
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14.4
The Head of Loch Striven
The head of Loch Striven narrows to a rounded bay, where a long tidal reach of mud,
seaweed and saltmarsh meets the flat floor of the glen. Contained by steep sided landform,
this is the focus of scattered settlement linked to the B836, which offers both elevated and
low level views along the loch.
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14.4.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
The Head of Loch Striven

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

At low tide, the mud and seaweed is revealed, reinforcing the presence of the sea.
Other wise, this landscape is very much of an inland character.

There is very little in the way of maritime activity off shore, although there are
storage yards for the hatchery and a pier which indicates that there is occasional
activity associated with the fish farm industry elsewhere on the loch.

Character and experience
of the coastline

The coast is a sweeping, relatively narrow by which is heavily enclosed by steep
sided hills. The coast is soft, with natural sandy banks and scrub, and is being
gently eroded in some places, above a shingle shore. The coast is accessible from
the road, or easily on foot.

Topography and land use
of hinterland

The immediate fringe of the coast is farmed land, grazing associated with the
alluvial fans and the flat bottomed glen. Where there are steep slopes, these are
clothed with conifer woodland. There is a small designed landscape and a few
policy trees associated with Ardtaraig House.

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Settlement is scattered. At Ardtaraig House there are a number of other
residences and, right on the coast, outbuildings and a pier. In addition, there is a
fish hatchery in the grounds of Ardtaraig House and a hydro scheme with
associated substation and overhead lines, all of which occupy the narrow stretch
of more level land around the bay. There are also other farm buildings associated
with the alluvial fans.
There are no exceptional coastal landmark features.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

The coast, and its immediate setting, is largely developed with no sense of
seclusion or isolated coast.

There are no exceptional aesthetic qualities along this stretch of coast.

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

This stretch of the loch is highly visible from the B836 road, overlooked from low
level viewpoints and from dramatic elevated viewpoints – which will be come more
sustained if woodland is cleared.
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14.4.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
The Head of Loch Striven
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the head of the loch, the overlook from both high level and
low level viewpoints, the views along the length of the loch and potential clutter
with existing development all increase sensitivity. Sensitivity is further increased
as the simple water surface acts as a foil to the visual clutter created by some of
the surrounding built development.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

While there is scope for additional development, and also redevelopment, the
key sensitivity is the location and design of any additional built development, as
there is already a clutter of building styles in this area which undermine unity.
Care should be taken not to add to this clutter with out of scale and poorly
designed buildings which do not take into account existing structures.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

There is little scope for additional development in this area as any additional
development may simply add to visual clutter in a small space where already
there is some visual confusion. Roads on the steep hillsides may require a great
deal of earth moving to create an accessible platform.

Some sensitivity
Land management

14.4.3

Felling and restocking of the woodland will be highly visible.

The Head of Loch Striven: Opportunities and guidance
• The narrowness of the loch, and its focus as the loch head,
creates a sensitive location for off shore development which
will be very visible relative to the rest of the loch, and possibly
out of scale with its narrow extent.
• There are also elevated viewpoints, which could be opened
up if forests are felled, a key consideration if any further
development is planned.
• The woodland management plan for the hillside forest should
take into account the views form the head of the loch.
• The existing development is cluttered and the wide range of
building styles and infrastructure is confusing. Any further
opportunities for development should avoid adding to this
visual confusion.
• Debris from the mussel line fish farm and other litter is caught
all along the shoreline, and should be removed
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14.4.4

Head of Loch Striven: Photographs

The view south from the Head of Loch Striven – the
mussel lines are faintly visible against the left hand,
eastern shore.

Settlement , here seen from the elevated B836, is located
around eth head of the loch, associated with rivers and
burns and their alluvial fans

Low tide reveals an extensive muddy shore

There is a lot of litter along the shoreline at the head of
the loch
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14.5
Head of Loch Striven to The Craig
The loch narrows considerably between The Craig and the corresponding Ardbeg Point,
steep sided rocky slopes which mark a gateway between the lower and the upper loch. This
stretch of the loch is marked by the sense of enclosure and the steep, forested glen sides.
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14.5.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Head of Loch Striven to The Craig

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

This part of the coast contributes to the ‘gateway’ between lower Loch Striven and
the narrowing which reaches to the head of the loch. The Craig and corresponding
Ardbeg Point form a distinct gateway, because of their steep sides and
promontories jutting into the loch. Evidence of maritime influences relate almost
entirely to the narrow tidal band.
There is a mussel farm adjacent to this stretch of coast, which is serviced by boat.
Recreational boating is scarce.

The coast is largely regular, with very slight indentations forming subtle bays
contained by gentle promontories. The narrow tidal reach reveals a slabby, rocky
foreshore, which plunges into the loch from a steep forested hillside. The
immediate coast can be difficult to access, with rocky outcrops rising from the sea,
but there is an accessible but sometimes boggy path which extends along the
length of this coast, through the woodland.
Steep forested slopes rise directly from the coast. The hillside is rugged, with
occasional rocky outcrops and small cliffs. Semi-natural oak-birch woodland along
the lower edge merges with commercially grown spruce on the upper slopes.
Woodland extends to the shoreline. There is some open upland grassland around
the Craig.
Settlement is very limited. There is a small wooden holiday house to the north, and
former settlement located on narrow alluvial fans.

The rocky outcrop of the Craig overhanging this narrow stretch of water is a
feature.

This coast is undeveloped and accessible only on foot or other non-vehicular
transport. This lack of development, as well as the semi-natural character of the
woodland on the lower slopes, creates seclusion. Nevertheless, it is forested, and
forest operations as well as the presence of the mussel lines limit the sense of
remoteness or isolation.
The drama of the steep, almost fjord-like hillsides accentuate the narrowness of
this pinchpoint in the loch and create a strong sense of arrival into the upper loch.
This is further emphasised by the sense of anticipation created by its curving form.
This stretch of the loch is not easily visible, although there are long views down the
loch from its head, and some glimpse elevated views from the B836. The footpath
is a further viewpoint – there is evidence of some use. Any views from the water
focus on the head of the loch or out along its length.
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14.5.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Head of Loch Striven to The Craig
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrow expanse of the sea, the importance of this location as a gateway to
the upper loch, potential for elevated overlook of this part of the loch, possible
cumulative effects with existing development and its secluded character are all
constraints to development.
However, the relative regularity of the coastline, limited visibility, lack of
recreational boat use and the dark forested backdrop could be exploited to
accommodate of simple, low profile marine based structures.

High sensitivity
Settlement

The secluded character is a constraint to development. A key additional
constraint is the extension of roads along this less accessible stretch of coast, as
well as other infrastructure, such as overhead lines, which would reduce
seclusion and be difficult to accommodate on the steep slopes and rocky
foreshore.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Opportunities to build coastal infrastructure are severely limited by the secluded
character and the steepness of the slopes, which would require considerable
earth moving to accommodate development on the coast or immediate
hinterland.

Some sensitivity
Land management

14.5.3

Felling and restocking of the woodland will be highly visible, although the main
viewpoint is from the head of the loch.

Head of Loch Striven to The Craig: Opportunities and guidance
• The narrowness of the loch, and the setting of the dramatic
rocky outcrop at the Craig, create a sense of threshold
between the lower and upper loch, although there is relatively
little evidence of recreational boating.
• The woodland management plan for the hillside forest should
take into account the views from the head of the loch,
possibly promoting further regeneration of native woodland up
the slopes, to a maintain continuous cover which will form a
permanent, natural frame to reinforce the ‘threshold’
experience.
• The opportunity for low profile off shore structures has already
been taken upon this short stretch of coast by the mussel
lines – the support raft for this development is the most
intrusive element.
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14.5.4

Head of Loch Striven to The Craig: Photographs

There is a footpath to The Craig along this shore

The footpath extends through broadleaved woodland on
steep slopes

The mussel lines – the most visually dominant element is
the raft, piled high with floats and other materials. The
litter at the head of the loch included several floats and
debris from the fish farm

The steep hillsides plunge into the loch, and the shoreline
includes stretches of slabby, rocky shore
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14.6
The Craig to South of Brackley Point
The steep sided and, at only 1.5km wide, narrow Loch Striven feels enclosed and relatively
self-contained. It is only sparsely populated and accessible by a ‘dead end’ road to
Glenstriven House and grounds.
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14.6.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
The Craig to South of Brackley Point

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The narrow loch feels confined, a perception which is reinforced by the steep
enclosing sides of the glen, and the relationship to more expansive seascape is
slight.
There is a fin fish farm on the opposite, west coast of the loch towards the mouth
of the loch, which is visible from this shoreline. There are also two small jetties
associated with Glenstriven estate.
There is occasional boat traffic, including recreational yachting and some MOD
activity. Loch Striven is also known to be a lying up site for merchant vessels.
The coastline, which faces west/south west is relatively regular, with occasional
small peninsulas or ‘Points’ framing long, gently indented bays.
The long beaches are dominated by stoney shingle and very occasional outcrops
of slabby rocks. Tidal reach is limited.
There is extensive forestry on the steep enclosing slopes, which reinforces
enclosure. Small pastures are associated with the larger alluvial fans.
Glenstriven estate has fine policy woodland, including a diverse range of trees and
large mature specimens
Dispersed settlement is strongly focussed on alluvial fans, the largest, including
the buildings and jetties at Glenstriven House, is associated with Invervegain Burn.
The road is narrow with passing places, located close to the shore or on the
alluvial fans, or set back against the change of gradient between fields and steep
slopes.
Key features include the jetties, the fine policy woodland at Glenstriven estate –
especially the mature specimen trees – and the church at Inverchaolain. The small
pasture fields along the shoreline are also a feature, contrasting with the extensive
forest.
When merchant ships are lying up in this narrow loch, they look enormous.
This coast is relatively secluded, in part because the road is a ‘dead end’, but it is
still populated, although sparsely, with dispersed development. The less
accessible opposite shore also limits development and reinforces the sense of
seclusion.
The sense of seclusion and tranquillity is a contrast to the busier and more
populated stretches of this coast.
The fine woodland, especially the specimen trees associated with Glenstriven
Estate contribute to the setting of the loch.
From the loch and open viewpoints, there are fine views northwards to the interior
hills, which appear dramatic as the loch narrows.
Views from the road are intermittent, obscured by a narrow band of trees except
on the more open alluvial fans.
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14.6.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
The Craig to South of Brackley Point
Some sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The regular shape of the coastline, the intermittent visibility of the loch from the
road and the backdrop of conifer woodland combine to create opportunities for
off shore development which can be located to align with the straight coastal
edge.
The views from the open pastures associated with the alluvial fans, the setting of
the alluvial fans, settlements and Glenstriven policies, are a constraint.
A further constraint is potential cumulative effects with the existing fish farm.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

The integrity of the settlement pattern is a key constraint, with settlement located
adjacent to fertile alluvial plains.
The small size of buildings close to the shore limit the potential for large scale
buildings to be accommodated without quickly dominating the scale of existing
development, or detracting from views down the length of the loch.
The setting of the church at Inverchaolain is a further constraint.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Opportunities to widen or adjust the existing roads are likely to be limited by
practical restrictions, but it is noted that the road is used by timber lorries.
The small scale of coastal settlement limits the size of coastal structures which
can be accommodated in this area without quickly dominating the scale of
existing development. Scope is likely to be limited to very small scale pontoon
development.

High sensitivity
Land management

14.6.3

The woodland on lower slopes and the fine policy woodland both enhance the
character and the setting of the settlements.

The Craig to South of Brackley Point: Opportunities and guidance
• There is some opportunity for simple fish farm development if
located where it can be back-dropped against a wooded
shoreline, away from the settled alluvial fans. Simple, low
profiled structures would be in keeping with the simplicity of
this landscape and views along the length of the loch. The
loch becomes more sensitive at the setting of the Craig and
Glenstriven house.
• If appropriate, a small pontoon associated with the jetty at
Glenstriven could be developed without disrupting the small
scale of the settlement
• Any built development should avoid obscuring views to the
loch from the road as it curves around the alluvial fans –
development should be resisted on the pasture fields between
the road and the coast
• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest
should take into account its role as a setting for the
settlements, and consider opportunities for routing timber
lorries away from the narrow road
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14.6.4

The Craig to South of Brackley Point: Photographs

Looking north along this coast from Inverchaolain

Looking north of Glenstriven estate from the jetty

The fine policy trees at Glenstriven estate are features in
the coastal landscape

The narrow road frequently offers fine views of the loch,
as it is so close to the coast
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